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crysis v1.0.2 works perfectly on my pc, but it doesn't even starts when i try it on gog, the chicken
drm is still working with my 32-bit version of crysis 1, so it seems that the anti-chicken drm is still on,

and that the crysi_script_file is not edited, so i still need to find out the script that's executed when
the bad guys load or execute the payload, and who is the script writer, it could be how to get
cracked or howto get out of the chicken drm also, what form of drm are we talking about here

various crysis entries have been found to include the anti-tamper component of securom still active
and enabled, but with the drm functionalities disabled. typically speaking pcgamingwiki doesn't per
se treat the anti-tamper component of securom as drm, as it only rears its head when attempting to

do stuff like inject third-party dll files, and otherwise don't enforce any form of copy protection
(which differs from denuvo anti-tamper, for example, which has its occasional online connectivity

requirement). i bought crysis warhead on gog a couple of years ago and it was packed with the x64
binaries, i used x64 by default for years but i've heard from some modders that the 32 bits exe was
way more stable for both crysis and warhead and the only difference being the texture streaming
turned on by default (you have to manually set it to 0) this doesn't seem to be a big issue as most

people use the x64 binaries, but i have to admit that the modders were right, crysis is far more
stable in its 32 bits version, using some texture mods, i had crashes with the x64 version back then
that just disappeared using the x32 binaries, so i think this should be noted on the wiki page of both

games
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